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A micro event was observed by cosmic ray particle experiments on 
board of Helios 1 and IMP on March 3,1975. At tl1e time of the 
event Hei ios 1 was at a radial dis·tanc e of o. 4 AU from the sun. 
The IMP space craft near earth was connected via interplanetary 
magnetic fieldline with a solar region about 7° west of Helios. 
The roots of both fieldlines were well within the fast propaca-
tion region of two active centers which were capable to accele-
rate solar particles. 
This relative position of the two space craft allows to separate 
solar injection and interplanetary propagation processes and to" 
check existing modele. The observed intensity-time profiles and 
anisotropies require a fini tel· 'solar· injection process; from a 
comparison of the event profiles and the absolute intensities 
at the two space craft the amount of interplanetary scatterinc 
is derived. 
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